Two conjectures recently proposed by one of the authors are disproved.
(1)
A simplicial refinement of this statistical model is given by: a fivedimensional simplex∆ with extreme points {e 1 , . . . , e 6 }; its convexform space P∆ (a six-dimensional parallelotope) with 2 6 extreme points given by the forms
the partial map F :∆ ֒→ C defined by
illustrated in fig. 2 ; and finally the partial map G : P∆ ֒→ P C defined by
The important features of this refinement are these: a. each extreme point of C corresponds to a non-extreme point of ∆ , and to that alone;
b. each of the eight extreme points of P C corresponds to an extreme point of P∆ , and to that alone; c. the map F is partial, i.e. it is not defined on some points of∆ , not even its six extreme ones {e i };
d. the minimal faces of∆ containing the counter-images F −1 (s j ) of the extreme points of C have a non-empty intersection; for example, the minimal faces containing F −1 (s 1 ) and F −1 (s 2 ) are respectively the edges e 1 e 2 and e 2 e 3 , whose intersection is the extreme point e 2 ;
e. the convex subset of∆ on which F is defined is a four-dimensional non-simplicial polytope with six extreme points; on it, F acts like a parallel projection onto C. Notably, features d. and e. respectively disprove Conjecture 3 and 1 of ref. [1] . Conjecture 2 of the same work, however, still stands.
It is also worth noting that the construction on which this refinement is based does not work for a square (as shown in the counterexample of [1] ) nor, apparently, with a heptagon or an octagon. Many questions still remain. What can we say about the simplicial refine- 
on∆ is defined by its unit value on the extreme points {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } (orange triangles) and zero value on {e 4 , e 5 , e 6 } (blue circles); some points (purplish squares) on which it has value 1/2 are also shown. This form is mapped by G into the form v 1 of C.
ments of polyhedra and their convex-form spaces? What general theorems can we find about simplicial refinements in general?
